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Figure 1. ‘l%e disclosure hint interface. Disclosure hints describe
future requests in the same terms as the existing interface. T&
our file system hints have two components, a tile specifier and
pattern specifier. The file specifier describes the file either by name
or file descriptor. The pattern specifier describes the access pattern
within the tile. Currently, we support two pattern specifiers; a file
read sequentially from beginning to end, or read according to an
ordered list of <offset, length> intervals. Thus, there are currently
four different forms of hints.
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Figure 2. Informed
cache manager schematic. Independent estimators express different strategies for reducing I/O service time. Demand
misses need a buffer immediately
to minimize the stall that has already started. Informed prefetching would like a buffer to initiate a read
and avoid disk latency. To respond to these buffer requests, the buffer allocator compares their estimated benefit to the cost of freeing the
globally least-valuable buffer. To identify this buffer, the allocator consults the two types of buffer suppliers. The LRU queue uses the
traditional rule that the least recently used block is least valuable. In contrast, informed caching identifies as least valuable the block whose
next hinted access is furthest in the future. The buffer allocator takes the least-valuable buffer to fulfill a buffer demand when the estimated
benefit exceeds the estimated cost.
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In our s~mplified
system
model,
application
execution
time,
T, has two
components,
computation
and
I/O.
The
computational
component,
Tcpu, consists of user-level application
execution
plus time spent in kernel subsystems other than the file system.
The I/O component, Tvo, consists of time spent in the file system,
which includes time for reading blocks, allocating blocks for disk
X/Os, servicing disk interrupts, and waiting for a physical disk I/fl
to complete.
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=
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Figure 4. Worst case stall time and the prsfetch horizon. Data
consumption is limited by the time an application spends acquiring
and consuming each block. This graph shows the worst case
application stall time for a single prefetch x accesses in advance,
assuming adequate I/O bandwidth, and therefore no disk queues.
There is no benefit from prefetching
further ahead than the
prefetch horizon.
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efits from
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(5) and obtain

I
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(Tc~u)

on a real

for the impact on I/O service time of acquiring

cache buffer to increase the prefetching

tion’s inter-access CPU time.

p

of the actual

running

system.

-

P(Tcpu),

application

x:

of the num-

I

TcpU + Thil + Tdnver)

C: block arrives in cache

accesses that hit in the

ratio, H(n), a function

consume block

O: stall

Figure 5. Average stall time when using a fixed number of buffers for parallel prefetcbing.
This figure illustrates informed prefetching
as a pipeline. In thk example, three prefetch buffers are used, prefetches proceed in pamllel, Tcpu is fixed, and F’(TCPU) = 5. At time T=O,
the application
gives hints for all its accesses and then requests tie first block. Prefetches for the first three accesses are initiated
immediately. The first access stalls until the prefetch completes at T=5, at which point the data is consumed and the buffer is msed to
initiate the fourth prefetch. Accesses two and three proceed witbout stalls because the latency of prefetches for those accesses is overlapped
with the latent y of the first prefetch. But, the fourth access stalls for T~mll = Td&~ - 3( Tcp~Thi1+ Td,jver ). The next two accesses don’t stall,
‘but the seventh does. The application settles into a pattern of stalling every third access, In general, when x buffers are used for prefetching,
a stall occurs once every x accesses.
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Figure 6. Predicted and measured per-access stall time. To verify the
utility
of Equation
(8), we measured the stall time of a synthetic
microbenchmark
as we varied prefetch depth. The benchmark does 2000
reads of random, unique 8K blocks from a 500 MB tile striped over 15
disks. It has 1 millisecond of computation between reads, so Tcpu =
lms, and for the system described in SeCtiOIt 6, Thti+Tdtie,
= 823ws and
Tdfik = 15ms. Overall, Equation (8) has a maximum error of about 2
milliseconds,
making it is a good predictor of actual stall time. The
equation
underestimates
stall time because the underlying
model
neglects two factors, disk contention
and variation in Td~~ Deeper
prefetching increases the chance that two or more accesses contend for
the same disk and add nnmodelled stalls. Variability
in Tdi~k has a more
subtle effect. Longer than average disk accesses may be balanced in
number and duration by shorter than average accesses, but the former
always add stall time to the measurement, while the latter only reduce
stall time if their access time is not fully overlapped. With deeper
prefetching most accesses are well overlapped, so shorter accesses do
not reduce measured stall time. Effectively,
variability
in TdjSk makes a
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Figure 8. MRU behavior
of the informed
cache manager on
repeated access sequences. The number of blocks allocated to
caching for a repeated access pattern grows until the caching
benefit is not sufficient to hold an additional
buffer for the N
accesses before it is reused. At that point, the least-valuable buffer
is the one just consumed because its next access is furthest in the
future. This block is recycled to prefetch the next block within the
prefetch horizon.
A wave of prefetching,
consumption,
and
recycling moves through the accesses until it joins up with the
blocks still cached from the last iteration through the data.

cache

Q

r=o

pattern repeats

- 1)) (Tmi,$- Tfiit)

w-

prefetch

prefetch
horizon

cached
blocks

Suppliers

O

Because the prefetch

Figure 7. H
value estimates. Shown above are the locally
estimated magnitudes of the change in I/O service time per bufferaccess for the buffer consumers and suppliers of Figure 2. Since
demand misses must be satisfied immediately,
they are treated as
having infinite
value. The remaining
three formulas
are the
absolute values of Equations (11), (14), and (9), for the LRU
cache, hinted cache, and prefetch estimates, respectively.
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benefit.
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Figure 9. Piecewise estimation
of H(n). The LRU list is broken
into segments, Sl, S2, S3, . . . Each buffer is tagged to indicate which
segment it is in. The tag is updated when a buffer passes from one
segment to the next. When there is a cache hit in segment i, the
segment hit count, hi, is incremented. That segment’s contribution
to the hit ratio is then h#A, where A is the total number of accesses
to the LRU cache.
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Thus, the decision

to eject this additional
If the informed

the cost of any unmasked

by measuring

that hinted,

the non-ide

time of a trivial

then read, 2000 unique,

blocks

of a 500MB

file with

equak

2ooo*(T~it+Tdnver).

the assumption

Td~k W= estimated

non-sequential

that non-idle
from

direct

time
mea-

surements on a variety of applications.

1

y=l

In addition

Tdrive, + Tdi,k

to the clustering

mechanism

that detects sequential

the run of sequential

1

y>P

Figure

10 summarizes

a maximum

T driver
—
y–P

the equations

fetches described in Section 5.4,

the default OSF/1 file system implements

an aggressive readahead

accesses to a file. The longer

accesses, the further ahead it prefetches up to

of eight

clusters

of eight

blocks

each. For large

sequential accesses, such as “cat 1GB_file > Idevfnull;’
achieves 18.2 MB/s from 15 disks through our striper.
We report results from two modified

used to estimate buffer

and TIP-2, in addition

values in our implementation.
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OSF/1

OSF/1 systems. TIP-1

to the default OSF/1 system. TIP-I,

our first

Kernel

CPU Time

OSF/1 , TIP-1

3,463

TIP-2

performance

In this section, we evaluate the performance

4,236

I

3,546

1

‘7 Single-application

Elapsed Time

prefetching

4,357

and caching

benchmtwks.

All are single-threaded,

in common
‘Table 1. Kernel build times. This table shows the total (nonhinting) build time for an OSF/1 2.0 kernel on an OSF/1 or TIP- I
kernel aud on a TfP-2 kernel. All times are in seconds, and all
kernels bad the buffer cache size fixed at 12MB. TIP-2 is about
2.5% slower than OSF/1.

alone. Three benefit from informed
disk bandwidth

caching.

It is integrated

requiring

with

but does not exploit

the unified

buffer

the same as with

of such buffers

tile

the next available

the limit,

TIP-1

prefetches

as an unread buffer.

to the tail of OSF/1’s
When an application

for the first time, TIP-1
resumes prefetching.
cache, triggering

prefetching,

LRU list and counted

though

TIP-1

has been running

disks and a user-level
elapsed

time

(xDataSlice)

bilt

of

a

seek-intensive

data

1994 we ported TIP-1

to the current Alpha

matrix

tool

1994, we designed

second test system, TIP-2,
prefetching

and informed

and began implementation

which exploits
caching.

the extreme

its

much

of a

To estimate the overhead of our TIP-2
build

results. TIP-2

of an OSF/1

system, we timed the

Table

1 summarizes

Therefore,

CPU overhead
overheads

for TIP-2
for

our

suite

of

tend to be higher than this. They are Davidson.
13%; Sphinx,

1.9%; Agrep,

Postgres, 1.8% and 3.5% respectively
match joins.
estimation

The current

for the low-match

ptmdlelism
I/O-bound

prefetching

is to exploit

of I/Os,

The key performance

7%;

in the

of processor cycles spent in the idle loop, taking

exclude

time

spent servicing

interrupts

that occurred

Annotating

a new

involving

repeatedly

the

accesses the

this code to give hints was

sequential

the Davidson

read anticipated

algoin the

hints is just OSF/1), when not giving

and when giving

hints to TIP-1 and TIP-2.

in this section,

significantly

head matches

from

data is striped

CPU-bound.

or without

Because

access in one large file, OSF/1’s
slightly

of TIP-1’s

As with

over 1 to 10
hints, David-

the extra bandwidth

the performance

and, in fact, performs

of a second

the hints disclose
aggressive reada-

informed

prefetching

better because it incurs less over-

head.
Neither OSF/1 nor informed prefetching in TIP-1 uses the 12
MB of cache buffers well. Because the 16.3 MB matrix does not fit

are

in the cache, the LRU

replacement

algorithm

ejects all of the

blocks before any of them are reused. The informed

of the

ager in TIP-2,

care to

during

computes

of

of a

11(a) reports the elapsed time of the entire computa-

only sequential

elapsed time, I/O stall time, and CPU busy time. To obtain accu-

number

is 16.3

its estimate

multiplication

Thus, the algorithm

disk but then becomes

unused disk

counter

Each iteration

the whole-file,

discloses

son benefits

rate measures of elapsed time, we used the Alpha processor cycle
counter, To measure idle time, we kept a running

improves

disks, and the cache size is 12 MB. With

and high-

metrics

matrix

the extreme eigenpairs

rithm

most of the ilgures

and convert our benchmark applications
from being
to being CPU-hound. Informed caching tries to further

the number

matrix.

by a matrix-vector
matrix.

hints to TIP-2,

10%; and

system is tuned only for fidelity

iteratively

by computing

At the start of each iteration,

Figure

of H(n), and not for low overhead.

our goal with informed

reduce

13%; Gnuld,

algorithm

tion on OSF/1 (TIP-1 without

I/O-intensive

XDataSlice,

the extreme

sparse, real, symmetric

next iteration.

on I/O

benchmarks,

calcula-

is an element of

refinement,

straightforward.

the

and 2.8% elapsed

is dependent

by successive

same large file sequentially.

replaces the uni-

adds about 2.4~o CPU overhead

time for the build.
intensity.

kernel

[Stathopoulos94]

pairs of a large,

derived

matrix

large, on-disk

fied buffer manager in OSF/1 as described in Sections 3,4, and 5.
complete

they are used for atomic-physics
algorithm

eigenpairs

smaller,

derived

hints for both informed

It completely

is a suite of

stored on disk. In our test, the size of ttik

The Davidson

the summer of

testbed to exploit

where

MCHF,

which we obtained from Vander-

MB.

greater CPU and disk performance.
During

University

Hartree-Fock,
programs

eigenvalue-eigenvector

with four

visualization

During

size = 8192,

blocks per file per cyl-

algorithm

the suite that computes,

striper, this system was able to reduce the

by up to 70% [Patterson94].

Davidson

tions. The Davidson

it was ported to the UX server in a
Equipped

size = fragment

for both the elapsed time and stall time was less

The Multi-Conflation

this does not occur

5000/200.

(block

delay = O, maximum

computational-physics

since mid 1993 in the 4.3 BSD FFS

Mach 3.0 system on a DECstation

systems. Each test was run on

and the run’s data was copied into the tile system. The

7.1 MCHF

and

with any of our test applications.
of Mach 2.5. Soon thereafter,

and

hints and when

than 3% of the mean for all of these measurements.

Hinted but unread blocks may age out of the

further

rotational

standard deviation

accesses a hinted block

reduces the count of unread buffers

system was formatted

default),

to

hint. If the hinted block is already in the cache,

the block is promoted

when not giving

inder group = 10000, bytes per inodes = 32K, all other parameters

the number
according

compe-

15 disks is

10 disks). We report execution

hints to the TIP-1 and TIP-2

inter-block

to manage resources: it uses up to ~ =62 cache

is below

with

a system with a cold cache. Before each sequence of five runs, the

cache in OSF/1,

to hold hinted but still unread data. Whenever

when there

run without

on arrays of 1 to 10 disks (performance

giving

hints for

only a few small hooks in the standard code. It uses a

simple mechanism
buffers

prefetching

caching, especially

available.

I/O stall time for each application
does informed

and I/O-bound

benefit from prefetching

We report the results of each application
tition

essentially

prototype,

synchronous,

usage. Five derive substantial

is insufficient

of our informed

systems with a suite of six I/O-intensive

the number

the

however,
of blocks

effectively
fetched

cache man-

reuses cache buffers,

from

125,340

to 53,200.

reducing
On one

disk, this reduces elapsed time by over 30%. When disk bandwidth

idle loop.

is inadequate,

improved

caching

avoids

disk latency.

disks, prefetching

masks disk latency,

but informed

reduces execution

time more than 15~o by avoiding

still

the CPU over-

head of extra disk accesses, as can be seen by comparing
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On more

caching

TIP-2 no

Davidson on one disk

300
t ——=———w
~ 250 :200
.: 150 a)
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Q
u
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HHinting
13-EIUnhinted

50 -
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#of disks

12001700220027003200

Cache size (8KB buffers)
(b)

(a)
FigMre 11. Benefit of informed

caching for repeated accesses. Figure (a) shows the performance of the Davidson algorithm applied to a
computational-physics
problem. The algorithm repeatedly reads a large file sequentially. OSF/1’s aggressive readahead algorithm performs
about the same as TIP-1 with hints for this access pattern, Informed caching in TIP-2 reduces elapsed time by more than 3090 on one disk by
avoiding disk latency. On more disks, prefetching masks disk latency, but informed caching still reduces execution time more than ls~o by
avoiding the overhead of going to disk. Figure (b) shows that informed caching in TIP-2 discovers an MRU-like
policy which uses
additional buffers to increase cache hits and reduce execution time. TIP-2 takes advantage of a 16 MB cache to reduce execution time by
42%. In contrast, LRU caching derives no benefit from additional buffers until there are enough of them to cache the entire dataset, which is
16.3 MB (20898K blocks).

hint and hint CPU times. Figure

1l(b)

shows Davidson’s

time with one disk on TIP-2 with and without
cache size. Without

hints,

extra buffers

are of no use until

entire dstaset fits in the cache. In contrast, TIP-2’s
valuation

of blocks

yields

the smooth

rnin-max

exploitation

cache buffers that is expected from an MRU

with prefetched

blocks.

TIP-2

effectively

of cache buffers between prefetching

and stores the mappings

in an army. Having

which data blocks will be needed to render the cumettt

slice, XDS ejects unneeded blocks

the

from its cache, gives hints to

TIP, and reads the needed blocks from disk. In the second half of

global

the split loop, XDS reads the cached pixel mappings,
responding

policy.

The prefetch horizon limits the use of buffers for prefetching,

coordinates

determined

of

of additional

replacement

when there is more than enough disk bandwidth

data-point

elapsed

hints as a function

reads the cor-

data from the cached blocks, and applies the false col-

oring [Patterson94].

even

Our test dataset consists of 5123 32-bit floating

to flush the cache

requiring

balances the allocation

512 MB

point values

of disk storage. The dataset is organized

into

8 KB blocks of 16x16x8 data points and is stored on the disk in Z-

and caching.

major order. Our test renders 25 random slices through the dataset.
7.2 XDataSIice

Figure

XDataSlice

(XDS)

tool developed

is an interactive

at the National

tions at the University

originate

[NCSA89].

from abroad

mapping.

range of applications

modelling,

Among

or magnetic

Applica-

While

other fea-

pattern

such as airflow

simu-

effective.
version

many applications,
reside in memory.
available
prefetching

including

scientists

who would

the slow-disk

practical,

To render a slice through

the amount

applications.

pixel

dataset, XDS

array.

a slice

from

To

for which

of

with the Z-axis
the readahead

is

for this set of 25 slices, the nonhinting

consumes.

This combination

of false resda-

causes XDS to take about 12 sec-

onds

slice

to

render

an arbitrary

interactive

without

hints,

leading

to

performance.
prefetching

the concurrency

both avoids false readahead

of a disk array. TIP-1 eliminates

of 6 to about 2 seconds, resulting

‘70~o

in a much more tolerable

interac-

tive latency.
TIP-1 and TIP-2 perform similarly. However, because TIP-2
mm use hints to coalesce into one disk read blocks that are contigu-

an out-of-core

first maps all of the pixels

an equal amount

aligned

disks, TIP- 1 reduces the time to render a random slice by a factor

to XDS.

ous on disk but widely

splits this loop in two. Both to manage its internal

cache and to generate hints, XDS

blocks

access

frequently

of the I/O stall time on four disks, and 92% on 10 disks. On 10

an in-core dataset, XDS iteratively

To render

triggers

slices closely

XDS

head and lack of I/O parallelism

In contrast, informed

determines which data point maps to the next pixel, reads the
datum from memory, appties fake coloring, end writes the pixel in
the output

for the sequential
for XDS.

reads 1.86 times as much data from disk as the

actually

and exploits

and makes out-

capability

of XIX

unacceptable

like to work with

even for interactive

demonstrate this, we added an out-of-core

Thus,

larger datasets. Informed

assumption

Consequently,

application

that the entire dataset

is still expensive,

images and therefore

invalidates

of-core computing

XDS, require

Because memory

often constrains

higher resolution

when data is in main memory.

run, which

read long mns of sequential

and

It is often assumed that because disks are so slow, good peris only possible

it is detrimental

readahead by OSF/1. Only

tend to be very large.
formance

OSF/1 readahead is effective

of Davidson,

reads a short sequential

The datasets may

resonance imaging,

12(a) reports the average elapsed time per slice on OSF/1,

TIP-1 and TIP-2.

planar slices through their

data with a false color

lations, pollution

visualization

Center for Supercomputer

of Illinois

tttres, XDS lets scientists view arbitrary
3-dimensioned

scientific

reduces the number

to

89

separated in the access sequence, TIP-2

of distinct

disk reads from

18,700 to 15,000.

Agrep

Sphinx

XDataSlice
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Figure 12. Elapsed time of visualization.
speech recormition
and search. Fizure (a)
. . shows the elamed time for renderiruz 25 random
sli&
through ~ 512 MB dataset. Without ~,
OSF/1 m-&es poor use of the dis~ array. But, informed by hints, TIP is able to prefetch in
parallel and mask the latency of the many seeks. There is very little data reuse, so the informed caching does not decrease elapsed time
relative to the simple prefetching in TIP- 1. Figure (b) shows the benefits of informed prefetching for the Sphinx speech-recognition
program.
Sphinx is almost CPU-bound,
so the improvements
are less dramatic. As for XDataSlice,
there is little data reuse so informed caching
provides no benefit over TIP-1, and, in fact, incurs some additional overhead. Figure (c) reports the elapsed time for searches through tiles in
three different directories and shows the benefit of prefetching
across files. Again, informed caching provides no improvement
ovex
informed prefetching.

This improved

I/O efficiency

contributes

model is sparsely populated,

to the slight performance

few are in Sphinx’s
7.3 Sphinx
[Lee90]

tinuous-voice,

is a high-quality,

speech-recognition

Sphinx is recognizing

speaker-independent,

system.

In

our

an 18-second recording

con-

storage parallelism

experiments,

commonly

Figure

used in

cache. However,

of which

the 200MB

Sphinx represents acoustics with Hidden Markov
uses a Viterbi

beam search to prune unpromising

Models and

hints.

word combina-

model is a table of the conditional
word-triples.

probability

At the end of eaeh 10 ms acoustical

pinner is presented with the words likely

in that frame. For each of these potential
it being recognized

is conditioned

in a triple with the two most reeently

recognized

ring in a pair with the most reeently recognized
no entry in the kmguage
accuracy,

model for the current

search data structure,

each time

restricting

like

XDS,

virh.m-memory

of its internal

We modified

model’s

word-pairs

Sphinx

and word-triples

triple.

and word-triples

upon

a variant

program

Sphinx

to disclose

informed

by Wu and Manber

on its command

at

pattern matching

in its simplest

form, it opens

line one at a time, in argument

order, and reads each sequentially.

model

it will

system.

to Agrep completely

determine

the tiles

access, Agrep can issue hints for all accesses upon invoca-

tion. Agrep simply loops through the argument list and informs
file system of the tiles it will
tions such as software
Agrep

disk the language
This

of

[WU92]. It is a full-text

that allows errors. Invoked

the tiles specified

the

Since the arguments
only

the performance

of grep, was written

of Arizona

frequently

from history-based

enables

read. When

searching

the

data collec-

header files or mail messages, hints from

specify

hundreds

of tiles too small

readahead. In such cases, informed

to benefit
prefetching

has the advantage of being able to prefetch across files aud not just
within

a single tile.
In our benchmark,

modified

Ioeal-

in TIP- 1.

Agrep,

To further

the kmgnage

improve

the University

MB machine.
We additionally

cache and large datasets lead to little

‘7.4 Agrep

Sphinx to run on our 128 MB test machine 90% as fast asona512

tkd words offered

internal

of

words, or occnr-

as needed.

of the

simple

passes through

from

it takes advantage

does not

caches and search data structures,
to fetch

prefetching,

prefetching

paging occurs even on a machine with 512 MB of

memory.

informed

to have ended

Since it was commonly used with a dictionary containing 60,000
words, the kmguage model was several hundred megabytes in size.
With the addition

But, with

frame, the sec-

of it occurring

came to us as an in-core

read of

language model which benefits from the array without

caching in TIP-2

based on the results of the previous pass.
Sphinx,

recognizing

Sphinx starts with one sequential

ity in its file system accesses. Thus, the informed

word when there is

Sphinx makes three similar

12(b) shows the elapsed time of Sphinx

Sphinx’s

and

words, the probability

by the probability

so

tion time by as much as 17%.

The language

of word-pairs

and fetched,

array even for the many small accesses and thereby reduces exeeu-

tions from these models. To achieve higher accuracy, Sphinx uses
a language model to effect a second level of pruning.

all but a

there is a high vari-

is often employed.

the 18-seeond recording.

Sphinx regression testing.

improve

internal

ance on the number of pairs and triples consulted

Sphinx

ond-level

at the end of each frame there are

about 100 byte ranges that must be consulted,

advantage of TIP-2 over TIP-1.

the word-pairs

occupying

that will be needed to evaluate each of the poten-

in any of the files.

at the end of each frame. Because the language

90

Agrep

searches 1349 kernel

source files

2922 disk blocks for a simple string that does not occur

Postgres, 80% Match
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Figure 13. Elapsed time of Gnuld and Postgres. Figure (a) shows the elapsed time for Gnuld to link an OSF/1 TIP-1 kernel. Fimnws (b)

and (c) show the elapsed time for two different joins in the standard Postgr& relational database, a restructured Postgres that pr~-omputes
offsets for the inner relation, and in the restructured Postgres when it gives hints. The restructuring improves access locality and therefore
cache performance, allowing it to run faster than standard Postgres. Delivering hints then dramatically reduces I/O stall time.

Figure

12(c) reports the elapsed time for this search. As was

the case for XDataSlice
Agrep’s

and Sphinx,

I/O workload.

The tiles are searched serially

small, so even OSF/1’s
fer,

However,

potential

there is little

parallelism

Agrep’s

disclosure

disks reduce execution

of

future

tmns-

accesses exposes

contrast,

Gnuld

informed

caching

time by 73% and 10 disks reduce execution

MB.

7.5 GnuM

code linker

which supports ECOFF,
Gnuld performs

to produce the output linked
reads each tile’s primary

A loop splitting

After

In the first pass, Gnuld

incurs

a substantial

with

hints

on TIP-1.

reduces the read volume

eliminates

The
to 85

77% of its stall time with

4

stall time is mostly

accesses that Gnuld performs.

version

4.2 [Stonebraker86,

object-oriented
of California

relational

at Berkeley.

of two relations.

Stonebrakefl]

database

(32 MB)

The outer relation

and is indexed

20% of the outer relation
In the second, 80% find
sequentially

from

the

contains

20,000 unin-

has 200,000 tuples

We run two cases. In the first,

tuples find a match in the inner relation.
a match.

One output

tuple

is written

for every tuple match.

TO perform
tially.

a

(5 MB).

is an

system

In our test, Postgres executes

dexed tuples (3.2 MB) while the inner relation

to that in

that it has all the data needed to produce

Gnuld

95 MB
tlrther

unhinted

is used to hint the symbol and string table reads.
verifying

of TIP-2

due to the remaining

a join

and size of the symbol and string
similar

hints

10 disks. The remaining

University

header reads are easily

technique

reads only

hints,

Postgres

is data dependent, is not hinted.

the location

With

extensible,

the loop that opens input files. The read of the

tables for that file.

without

7.6 Postgres

object

header, a secondary header, and its sym-

Its contents provide

Gnuld

disks and 87% with

the default object file format

executable.

secondary header, whose location

XDataSlice

Foundation’s

many passes over input object tiles

bol and string tables. Hints for the primary
given by replicating

XDataSliee,

On our testbed, amays of as few as four

Gnuld version 2.5.2 is the Free Software

13(a) presents the elapsed and I/O stall time

amount of false readahead, causing it to read 125 MB from disk. In

time by 83%.

under OSFII.

kernel. Figure

Like

and most are

readahead does not achieve parallel

I/O concurrency.

8.8MB

for this test.

in

the join, Postgres reads the outer relation

sequen-

For each outer tuple, Postgres checks the inner relation’s

fully linked executable, Gnuld makes a pass over the object tiles to

index for a matching

inner tuple and, if there is one, reads that

read and process debugging

up

tuple

relation.

the

accesses to the inner relation

to nine small, non-sequential
previously

read symbol

symbol information.

This involves

reads from each tile, Fortunately,

tables determine

the addresses of these

from

sequential

the inner
readahead,

From

and have poor locality,

accesses, so Gnuld loops through these tables to generate hints for

Thus, most of these inner-relation

its second pass.

a disk read.

During

its second pass, Gnuld

constructs

lists which specify where in the executable
ging information

should be copied.

pletes, Gnuld finalizes
organization

up to five shuffle

file object-file

spfitting

When the second pass com-

of non-debugging

accesses, we employ

tial access), looks up each outer-relation

ECOFF segments in the executable

(unhinted),

and the shuffle lists to give

defeating

defeating

caching,

a lMp-

similar to that used in XDS. In the precomputa-

tion phase, Postgres reads the outer relation

the link order of the input tiles, and thus the

file. Gnuld uses this order information
hints for the finat passes.

technique

of storage,

accesses incur the full latency of

To disclose these inner-relation

debug-

the perspective

and its index are random,

(disclosing

its sequen-

tuple address in the index

and stores the addresses in an array. Postgres then dis-

closes these precomputed block addresses to TIP. In the second
pass, Postgres rereads the outer relation but skips the index lookup

Our test links the 562 object files of our TIP-1 kernel. These
objects file comprise approximately
64 MB, and produce an

and instead directly
stored in the array.

91

reads the inner-relation

tuple whose address is

Figures

13(b) and 13(c) show the elapsed time required

the two joins under three conditions:
with the precomputation
gres giving

tions complete,

for

loop but without

giving

hints with the precomputation

one application

hints, and Post-

loop. Simply

the loop reduces elapsed time by about 20%. When

applications

splitting

by the inner-relation

though Postgres reads the outer relation

data blocks.

vidual

Invoking

informed

computation
relation

prefetching

runs in TIP-1

blocks

precomputation

and informed

Compared
prefetching

tets of Figures
nohint’

to standard Post~es,

informed

with

While

indianother

vertical

14, 15, and 16 correspond

two bars in any quartet

14 and 15. So, for example,

means Gnuld hints while Atgep

ure 16(a) ‘hint-nohint’

reduce execu-

col-

to the same

of Figure

16 are

tion’s execution

caching with hints in TIP-2 in general has

in Figure

quar-

15(a), ‘hint-

does not, whereas in Fig-

means Agrep hints while Gnuld does not.

To see the impact

tion time by up to 55% and 75%.
Enabling

in parallel

swapped relative to the middle two bars in the corresponding

for reads of inter-

in TIP-1

is virtually

of 10 disks is available.

name is in parentheses).

test runs, the middle

by issuing hints from the pre-

and reduces elapsed time by up to 45~0 and 64’%

for the two cases, respectively.

(whose

umns of graphs in Figures

allows concurrency

still when both

stall time

16 show each named application’s

elapsed time after being initiated

application

runs

of the fiwst and second cases, respectively.

I/O

for two out of the three pairs when both applications

Figure 15 and Figure

twice, there are about 900

and 6,100 fewer total disk VOS in the precomputation-based

Simultaneous

give hints and the parallelism

Even

elapsed time decreases when

gives hints, and decreases further

give hints.

eliminated

the loop is

split, the buffer cache does a much better job of caching the index
since it is not polluted

broken down by total CPU time and simultaneous

stall time. In all cases, the maximum

standard Postgres, Postgres

of giving

hints on an individual

time when a second non-hinting

concurrently,

reads from the inner relation.

on one disk, in the 80%

Comparing

bars three and four reveals the impact when the second

in elapsed time. WMe

application

is giving hints. In most cases, giving hints substantially

However,

gets an 1I’%o reduction

part of this benefit

arises from informed

arises from TIP-2’s

exploitation

5.4. The availability

of hints allows contiguous

one disk I/O
widely

even though

improves

an application’s

Davidson

when run with Sphinx as shown in Figure

blocks to be read in

Davidson

gives hints,

accesses to the two blocks

separated in time. Informed

TIP-2 to perform

a large fraction

described in Section

caching,

of clustering

chstenng

allows

8,600 disk reads in the 80% match case as compared
respectively.

use of disk bandwidth,
informed

ments so Sphinx’s

may be

Postges

caching,

Chsstering

so the benefit

Davidson

clustering,

is greatest when disk bandwidth

I/O-intensive

ally lead to equitable
programs

or efficient

flush each other’s

disk head hcxdity.
grams will

However,

multiprogrammed
When
informed

it is inevitable

be multiprogrammed.

present the implications
multiple

basic properties.
throughput.

system

First and foremost,

Second, an application

its own performance,

Third,

prefetching

are running

and caching

and caching

we
on

concurrently,

should

the

exhibit

Sphinx/Davidson,

three

pairs

of

application

and XDS/Postgres.

we ran all four

TIP-2 starting
cache. Figures
Figure

hinting

and non-hinting

to also

the two applications
simultaneously
14 through 16 show selected results.

14 shows the impact

three pairs of applications.

with

of hints on throughput

in Figure

application

of another

when

a non-hinting

16(b), when Sphinx

time of a non-hinting

gives hints, it

Davidson.

This is

hints, Sphinx stalls less often for I/0, so it comfor the CPU at the expense of Davidson.
example

shown in Figure
the two

is a non-hinting

applications

performance.

Agrep

running

16(a). Here, CPU utilization

When

run togethe~
neither

disk

application

have only one outstanding

are attributable

to Agrep

gives hints, prefetches

there is a limit

is low

bandwidth
gives

hints,

disk access at a time.

I/Os are more likely

a cold

Even
of a

to be third in line

share of disk accesses drops to about
to about 22%. Since Agrep

is disk-

bound and getting

fraction

it takes

a smaller

application.

of disk utilization,

an application’s

For example,

hints

other’s

reduced. Multiprogramming

this pair of applications

the

elapsed time is substantially

than the sum of their
their

benefit

if either Postgres or XDS

gives hints, the non-hinting
to run longer

on

queued in front

24% and of data transferred

other running

its data

over the course of its run.
queue up at the drive.

of two prefetches

longer to run.
1ss other cases, however,

executions:

combinations

and

that overall

gives hints.

In two of six applications,

instead of second. Agrep’s

accesses even when it does not give hints. For each pair of applications,

14(b)

time is increased by another application’s

demand request, Agrep’s

Here, Post-

gres performs the join with 80% matches and, precomputes

even

though

benefit multiprogrammed
workloads.
To explore how well our system meets these performance
we repotl

Gnuld

When Gnuld

applications,

algorithms

with

transferred

that gives hints should improve

and thus, we expect our resonrce management

Consequently,

From a single disk, about 40% of the accesses and 35% of the data

three

hints should increase overall

and stall time for all executing

expectations,

execution

determines

in the interest of fairness, non-hinting

GnukVAgrep,

application’s

they both usually

applications should not suffer unduly when a competing application gives hints. Our cost-benefit model attempts to reduce the sum
of the I/O overhead

application.

A more dramatic

pro-

Figure

on a non-hinting

petes more aggressively

applications.

applications

prefetching

that I/O-intensive

reduces its I/O require-

the second to fourth bars shows the impact

on a hinting

because, by giving

each other’s

In the rest of this section,

of informed

I/O-intensive

does not gener-

from

is

16(b). When

giving hints, compare the first and third bars in Figures

hints. For example,

set and disturb

Recall,

increases the execution

use of resources because these

working

down.

15 and 16. Comparing

is scarce (one

applications

caching

increases when Davidson

application

like

performance

Multiprogramming

informed

time. A notable exception

I/Os are serviced more quickly.

To see the impact

disk).

8 Nlultiple-application

slows

throughput

to 6,700 and

disk I/Os makes better

of informed

execution

15 and 16

Sphinx demands more CPU time at the expense of Davidson

on

only 4,700 disk reads in the 20% match case and

12,300 on TIP-I,

bars one and two in Figures

is run

little effect on elapsed time because most I/O accesses are random
match case, TIP-2

compare

applica-

application

stand-alone

accesses dramatically

causes both
elapsed
reduces

times

because

interleaving

locality.

So, when either gives hints, its UOS are processed more

disk

efficiently.
This allows it to finish more quickly, getting out of the
way of the other, whose disk accesses are then more efficient. This

for the

does not happen for Agrep

We report the time until both ap@ica-
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when Gnuld runs because even when

XDS and Postgres

Sphinx and Davidson

Gnuld and Agrep
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Figure 14. Elapsed time for both applications to complete. Three pairs of mttltiprogrammed

workloads, (a) Gnttld and Agrep, (b) Sphinx
and Davidson, and (c) XDataSlice and Postgres (80% of outer tuples match), are run on TIP-2 in parallel and the elapsed time of the last to
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Gnttki gives hints, it runs longer than Agrep and so never gets out

of a disk array well. Informed

of the way.

reduces the elapsed time of the other five applications
85%. For the computational

9 Future

work

Together,

informed

of

storage

and

the results reported

adapts

to

improve

the ability

lower

ars

accesses. Even easier on the programmer
of high quality

When

values

this

than older blocks

Instructions
type

future

for obtaining
in our

World

blocks

Web

pages:

should be prefetched
However,

in the

We wish to thank a number of people who contributed

to this

work including:

in the general case,

Chrwlotte Fischer and the Atomic

University

for help with the Davidson

the Sphinx

goup

for Tdtik when determining
horizon.

This

the benefit

will

of prefetch-

cause the benefit

later, remote blocks to exceed that of prefetching

lier, local blocks. This has far-reaching

implications

ing contributions;

ear-

Alex

for informed

AlphW

Perhaps the most exciting
value estimates

future

management

are made independently
using a common

ble to add new types of estimators.
estimator

could

buffer-cache

work lies in exploiting

track

VM

framework.
with

local information,
it should be possi-

For example,

a virtual-memory

pages, thereby

integrating

V&i

number
large

shallow

knowledge
informed

file

Disk

caching

advocate

the disclosure

Together,

these proactive

parallelism

and adapt caching policies

and cache

The key to achieving

and

of application
prefetching

resource

to exploit

to the dynamic

no

for the ~owing

parallelism

of future accesses to enable informed
caching.

and

managers

storage parallelism,

needs of running

appli-

these goals is to strike a bakmce

between the desire to prefetch and the desire to cache.
We present a framework

for informed

caching

based on a

cost-benefit

model of the vrdue of a buffer. We show how to make

independent

locaI estimates of the value of caching a block in the

LRU

queue, prefetching

a block,

and caching

a block

for hinted

reuse. We define a basis for comparing these estimates: the time
gained or lost per buffer per I/O-access interval, and we develop a
global

min-max

maximize

algorithm

to arbitrate

among these estimates and

the global usefulness of every buffer.

Our results are taken from experiments
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